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Our comprehensive range of world-class lubricants deliver the performance you need in every application, including the most demanding and capital intensive, where leading edge lubrication technology is vital.
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08 June 2021Worldwide Automotive Coolant Industry to 2026 - Featuring ExxonMobil, Castrol and Royal Dutch Shell Among Others 
08 June 2021Estimating The Fair Value Of Castrol India Limited (NSE:CASTROLIND)
08 June 2021Global Synthetic Lubricant Market Growth Factor with Key Drivers Analysis till 2026 | Royal Dutch Shell Plc, Castrol, Pennzoil, Total S.A, The Dow Chemical Company and others
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Increase ProductivityOur comprehensive range of world-class lubricants deliver the performance you need in every application, including the most demanding and capital intensive, where leading edge lubrication technology is vital Our comprehensive range of world-class lubricants deliver the performance you need in every application, including the most demanding and capital intensive, where leading edge lubrication technology is vital
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Perma Automatic Lubrication SystemsThe smallest malfunction, even if it only affects one component of the equipment, can cause machine breakdowns resulting in high repair costs. Production downtimes that are caused by incorrect lubrication can be prevented The smallest malfunction, even if it only affects one component of the equipment, can cause machine breakdowns resulting in high repair costs. Production downtimes that are caused by incorrect lubrication can be prevented

Read More
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Industrial & FleetWe manufacture an extensive product line utilizing new magnet technology. Our filters work with and compliment existing filtration systems and or replace them with reusable stainless screen filters. Custom designs are welcome We manufacture an extensive product line utilizing new magnet technology. Our filters work with and compliment existing filtration systems and or replace them with reusable stainless screen filters. Custom designs are welcome ...

Read More
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Increased Equipment Reliability and LifetimeThe key to reliable machinery is clean oil, and C.C.JENSEN A/S is a global leader in oil filtration. C.C.JENSEN A/S designs and manufactures CJC™ Oil Filtration Systems for removal of particles, water, acid and oil degradation products from oil The key to reliable machinery is clean oil, and C.C.JENSEN A/S is a global leader in oil filtration. C.C.JENSEN A/S designs and manufactures CJC™ Oil Filtration Systems for removal of particles, water, acid and oil degradation products from oil
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DES-CASEAchieving Lubricant Health and Cleanliness to Maximize Performance

Read More
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum sociis natoque

15+
Years Experienced

62
Partners Joined

1050
Product Sold
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Tentang Kami
PT. Sinarmentari Indoprima
PT. Sinarmentari Indoprima was founded on April 1994 with the basis as industrial high performance lubrication consultant. The vision is to provide industrial lubrication needs as well as providing excellent after sales service including data collection and data analysis. We work closely with our customers to ensure that we collect the most updated data to be analysed in order to provide the best solution for your business needs. Since 1997, PT. Sinarmentari Indoprima has become the sole distributor for CASTROL High Performance Lubricant (HPL Division) for Indonesia territory.
Learn more

Get a Quote
You can fill out the form below to get information and the best price offer
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